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Thematic Curriculum 
Policy 

 

Our Vision 
We want Virginia Primary School to be a community of happy, confident, motivated lifelong learners.  
We want our children to be successful citizens who value themselves and each other. Therefore, we are 
continually striving to ensure that we nurture, challenge and enable each and every one to be the very best they 
can be in all areas of school life. 
 

Rights Respecting School 
We are a Right Respecting School and this policy supports the following articles from the United Nations on the 
Convention on the Rights of a Child: 

• Article 13: freedom of expression 
• Article 14: freedom of thought, belief and religion 
• Article 23: children with a disability 
• Article 28: right to an education 
• Article 29: goals of education 
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Rationale 

The National Curriculum 
The National Curriculum Framework document clearly states that schools should use the core content and skills 
as a basis for developing a broader and deeper school curriculum. 
“The national curriculum is just one element in the education of every child. There is time and space in the school 
day and in each week, term and year to range beyond the national curriculum specifications. The national 
curriculum provides an outline of core knowledge around which teachers can develop exciting and stimulating 
lessons to promote the development of pupils’ knowledge, understanding and skills as part of the wider school 
curriculum.” Statutory guidance: National Curriculum in England: 2014 

A Thematic Approach 
We want pupils to feel confident to make links between the knowledge they are acquiring and to be able to use 
their skills to develop their understanding of key concepts and ideas. To this end we have designed a curriculum 
based around cross-curricular topics that change each half term. 

Building on Prior Learning 
There is good evidence that teaching subject knowledge and skills as part of a wider topic-based curriculum 
allows pupils to make useful links between subjects and different areas of learning. A thematic approach will 
support pupils to develop a deeper understanding of the key knowledge, concepts and skills in each subject by 
building on prior learning and making meaningful connections.  

A curriculum for OUR school 
We have carefully designed the thematic curriculum to ensure there is appropriate coverage of the National 
curriculum subjects, in a way that reflects our school community and supports our values and ethos as well as 
covering the programs of study in the National Curriculum. The Thematic Curriculum forms part of our whole 
school curriculum. 
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Progression and Sequence of Learning  

Subjects and content 
The Thematic Curriculum topics include the National Curriculum programs of study for Science, History, 
Geography, Art and Design Technology. 
 

• Science will be fully embedded in the topics and more time will be allocated over a half term to teaching 
science as it is still a core subject 

• Where possible topics link to key texts (fiction and non-fiction) in the English curriculum, although key 
texts are chosen to support learning in English and may sometimes not link directly to the topic. 

• Maths links are made when appropriate, including data handling and measures 
• Music, PE and MFL are taught as separate subjects. Computing is generally taught discretely although the 

use of ICT to find, present, manipulate and analyse information is taught as part of topic work. 
• PHSE and Citizenship links are made where topics lend themselves to meaningful study, but links are not 

made ‘for the sake of it’  

Early Years Foundation Stage 

• Nursery and Reception follow the EYFS 
Statutory Framework provided by the 
DfE and combine the areas of learning 
and Early Learning Goals into a 
thematic curriculum that links learning 
to a half termly theme.  

• Please see the EYFS Policy for further 
information. 

 

Skills Progression 
The National Curriculum Program of 
Study and Attainment Targets sets 
out the content and skills that pupils 
are required to “know, apply and 
understand” at the end of key stage 1 
and key stage 2 
 
In order to ensure that pupils make 
progress in each year of their learning 
journey towards these endpoints, it is 
helpful to break down the program of 
study into more detailed learning 
objectives for each year group within 
a key stage 
 
The Thematic Curriculum Framework include detailed year by year 
progression grids for History, Geography, Art and Design Technology.  
The progressions have been informed by guidance from relevant 
professional subject associations, examples from other schools and collaboration with a range of education 
consultants and specialists. 
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Knowledge and conceptual understanding 
The knowledge and content for each subject area within each topic is 
carefully mapped and planned across all year groups and topics, to ensure 
the following: 
• Accumulation of key knowledge and cultural capital 
• Avoidance of repetition and duplication 
• Coverage of key content at the right stage of learning 

This content is part of the half termly topic plan (Medium Term Plan) that 
teachers use to plan their weekly lessons and activities. 

Big Ideas 
In some subject areas the content is organised into 
broad themes or big ideas that are revisited in 
each year group to develop a deeper 
understanding of these themes at different stages 
of learning and in different contexts. 

 

Evaluating and updating the Thematic Curriculum 
The Curriculum Framework is reviewed annually in July by staff and pupils. It is then updated ready for the new 
school year in September in the light of feedback, new initiatives, curriculum changes and key events and projects 
taken on by the school 
 

The Curriculum Framework 
Long Term Plans: Year Group Topic Maps 
• For each year group there is a detailed outline map 

showing each half termly topic and the areas of learning 
covered.  

• This map shows Key English texts, Maths links, possible 
trips, key school events, links to other school projects, art 
workshops etc 

• The map also shows coverage of other subjects and 
learning areas such as PHSE, Music, Computing and PE 

 
Medium term Plans: Half Term Topic Plans 
The detailed Half term topic plan contains: 
• Statutory NC Subject Program of Study 
• Learning objectives from the skills progression 

breakdowns 
• Signposts to topics with prior learning in the same 

area 
• Key content and knowledge 
• Key questions and vocabulary 
• Suggested activities and lesson ideas 
• Resources and links 
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Planning  
Half Term Overview Plan 
Staff create an outline of the way activities and lessons are 
organised over the half term, to maximise cross-curricular 
links, support progression through a subject and take into 
account trips, visitors and other school events.  
This plan will help to support teachers to plan a realistic 
amount of work over a half term and should be completed 
before the start of the half termly topic. 
 

Prior Knowledge and Retention of Learning   
The Half Term Topic Map will contain clear links to relevant 
learning in previous topics to allow teaching staff to explore 
this specifically with pupils.  
 
There will also be clear labelling of the big ideas and themes 
that run through the year groups to allow links to bp made 
with previous learning within these themes.  

Teaching and Learning  

Introducing the Topic 
An A3 pupil topic map is created for each pupil to launch 
the topic. 
The pupil topic map will become the ‘contents page’ for 
each topic, and can support learning by: 
• Making explicit links between subjects and the topic 
• Providing visual stimulus to activate prior knowledge 
• Supporting pupils to record some of their existing 

knowledge and understanding 
• Providing key vocabulary checklists 
• Providing a space for evaluation and reflection on a 

topic 
• Allowing pupils to record some of the key knowledge they have learned during the topic 
• Summarising the topic to allow pupils to access their learning once the topic has been completed 

Linking Topic to Subject Areas 
Staff make the subject links clear at the start of each lesson, and 
pupils should write the main subject that they are working on at the 
top of each new piece of work. This will enable subject leaders to 
monitor a subject area and see the progression as well as look at 
cross-curricular outcomes. 

Learning Objectives 
Teachers will make learning intentions and success criteria clear 
during each session or lesson and refer back to them as necessary. 
Learning intentions should include subject specific skills - please see 
individual subject expectation documents and policies for examples. 
LIs will be notes on the FLIP/Smart Notebook plan. 
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Evaluating learning in a topic 
Pupils should revisit the initial topic Pupil Topic Map at the end of the half term and add new learning and 
understanding in a different colour. They can also correct any misconceptions. 
This will allow pupils to reflect on their learning and learning processes. 
Teachers might also like to encourage more detailed feedback on the topic, and what went well and what was 
less successful. 

Coverage over a school year 
Although teachers are able to organise their topic teaching to best suit the subject areas and activities taking 
place, a general sense of proportion over a school year is useful, to ensure coverage of the curriculum and to 
avoid focussing too much on one subject area. 

Organisation of time 
There are no specific time allocations for subjects in the National Curriculum, but care must be taken to ensure 
coverage and balance across each year group, and across both key stages. 
The topics have been planned to support different subject areas to different degrees, but to give good overall 
coverage across each year. 

● English and Maths will be the focus of the morning sessions 
● Given that Science is still a core subject, more time should be spent on this area. 
● Some subjects will be taught discretely in weekly sessions eg PHSE, RE et 

Teachers are free to arrange their afternoon timetables to make the most of cross-curricular opportunities and 
the needs of pupils. Sometimes subjects and activities might be ‘blocked’ or run over successive afternoons, to 
support pupils to keep focussed on concepts or to consolidate skills and to allow practical work to flow.  
Other areas might be dependent on hall/room bookings and happen at a regular time each week. 

Books and presentation 
Most of the work done in Foundation subjects as part of the topic is recorded and presented in a single topic 
book. This includes Science. Other subjects will still have their own books. 
There is a separate sketchbook to use with Art and DT 

Progression and Assessment  
There are detailed skills breakdowns for the Foundation Subjects that suggest expected skills for each year group. 
These are part of the Half Term Topic Plan and should be used to ensure progression in skills from year to year  

Marking 
Please refer to the marking policy for further details on marking work. 

Evaluating learning in a topic 
Pupils should revisit the initial topic Mind Map at the end of the half term, and add new learning and 
understanding in a different colour. They can also correct any misconceptions. This will allow pupils to reflect on 
their learning and learning processes. Teachers might also like to encourage more detailed feedback on the topic, 
and what went well and what was less successful. 

Use of ICT 
Although some of the ICT curriculum is now covered in the Computing curriculum, there are many digital tools, 
media and resources that can be used by staff and pupils to support cross-curricular work. These include: 

• Using Google Classroom and Google Education tools including Docs, Slides etc 
• Digital Information libraries – Espresso 
• Digital publishing and presentation tools – Microsoft Office, 2Simple software 
• Digital Media tools – Sound recording, animation, photo/film editing, painting applications  

Digital cameras – each class has their own camera, and there is a class set that can be booked 
• Digital Video cameras – there is a class set that can be booked 

Please see the separate Computing and ICT Curriculum Policy for more details 
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Resources  
There are topic boxes with other resources, artefacts, objects, books, posters, photos etc from existing resources 
throughout the first year of the curriculum. These are located in the Resources Room on the first floor 
Subject leaders will be responsible for updating and organising subject-based resources. 
There is a School Web link folder on the Shared School Drive containing many web links organised into subject 
areas. There are also Topic Web link folders with relevant links collected together to support the topic. 

Evaluating and updating the Thematic Curriculum  
The Curriculum Framework is reviewed annually by staff and pupils. It is then updated in the light of feedback, 
new initiatives, curriculum changes and key events and projects taken on by the school. 
 

COVID-19 Notes: 
In the light of the current coronavirus pandemic we have been adapting the way we plan and deliver the 
Thematic Curriculum to reflect the ongoing situation regarding school closure, pupil isolation and remote 
learning. 
 

Some adaptations we have been developing include: 
• Identifying areas of the curriculum that have been missed in each year group due to school closures in the 

Summer Term 2020 
• Looking at ways to ensure that pupils have a chance to catch up with the essential knowledge and skills 

that they might have missed in foundation subjects and Science as well as English and Maths 
• Focusing on developing pupil ICT skills to allow them to access the curriculum at home using a laptop, 

tablet or Chrome Book 
• Developing pupil skills and confidence around Online Safety as they begin to spend more time online 
• Working with targeted individuals and small groups children using remote lessons 
• Adapting topic content to suit the different needs of pupils as the situation changes 


